Now, Canon adds a new HD-EC zoom lens to the series by proudly introducing our latest wide-angle lens, the
HJ8x5.5B KLL-SC.
Not only has this spectacular new lens diminished distortions and focus breathing to zero levels while
maintaining the traditional film style feel of the picture, the lens also offers exceptional affordability.
One of the remarkable features of Canon’s HD-EC zoom lenses are, the surprisingly small amount of focus
breathing, making the lenses ideal for HD-EC production. The HJ21 has up to 3 times less focus breathing
than any other comparable lens, and the HJ11 has an additional 50% less focus breathing. Plus, a maximum
relative aperture (T Stop) of 2.1 makes these three lenses faster than ever and the best in the field.
Not only the lens realized to diminish the distortions and the focus breathing into zero level while maintaining
the traditional film style feel of the picture, the lens also offers high affordability which will surely lead you to
a perfect satisfaction.
Canon’s HD-EC line now includes the HJ21x7.5B KLL-SC, HJ11x4.7B KLL-SC and HJ8x5.5B KLL-SC
zooms and the FJs5, FJs9, FJs14, FJs24, FJs35 and FJs55 primes.
Both utilize Hi-UD (High Index, Ultra Low Dispersion) glass and Fluorite, to achieve lower aberrations, while
exhibiting very high MTF.
The best optical tools in electronic cinematography, HD-EC
zoom lenses have been refined using Canon’s exclusive
Power Optical System featuring the X-Element, a unique
high definition system that combines exceptional
performance with enhanced specifications.
All Canon HD-EC lenses have traditional film
style feel and operation. Zoom, Focus and Iris
indications are engraved with dual large
luminous scales (focus distance marked in
feet), which have been vastly improved.
Gear rings are compatible with studio
focus rigs,manual fluid zoom drives
and motorized control systems
used for film lenses.
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For 2004, Canon introduces a new line of EC Prime Lenses by improving the
existing five lenses in both optical and mechanical performance and at the same
time, adding one new lens, the FJs55. The 6 new lenses were especially improved
in order to feature the film like feeling in both picture quality and tone of a color.
Responding to requests from the market, Canon has standardized the diameter of
the front lens of all six FJs prime lenses at 95mm, which enables the same matte
box or filters to be used with all of the lenses. Additionally, as with the previous
prime series, the positions of the Zoom, Focus and Iris gear rings are unified to
allow fast and accurate lens exchanges without changing the position of the
control systems.
As you would expect, the quality exhibited in the predecessor series of primes
carries over in the new FJs series, which exhibit high MTF as well as high
resolution and high contrast from the center of the image to its extreme edges.
Other features include significantly reduced flare, with an exceptionally sharp, flat
picture and virtually no curvature of field; no apparent geometric distortion and
dramatically reduced color aberration and minimized focus breathing.
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